
-I WASN’T CHARLIE EITHER- 
 

 
We are now seeing floods of human beings, alive or dead, that reach our coasts 
escaping from the horror of war, with almost total indifference, even a veiled 
rejection of them, and certain compassion at best case… But none of us go 
down into the street saying “I am them”. 
 

I think that one of the most embarrassing, selfish and coward events of our 
recent past, was the massive demonstration that took place in Paris, where all 
those present, including the presidents of our countries behind the placard, 
shouted “I am Charlie”; however, they were all well protected in our territory, 
while thousands and dozens of thousands of people were dying and still die 
at the other side of our borders… If someone kills one of our ethnic group, we 
are all him or her, but if there are dozens of thousands people dying outside 
our pathetic horizon, nobody is one of them. Bastard hypocrisy, shameful 
silence. 
 

----------- 

 

 

As far as we are concerned, the great circus of Art, praised and 

welcomed in numerous occasions by the deplorable snobbery of those 

persons who are sensitive to such an overdressed and repeated 

conceptual pseudo-philosophy, permits us to observe how that 

sensitivity towards the concept or pure aesthetic, becomes into a 

total insensitivity towards death...other’s death, of course.  

The manipulation, both physical and psychological, has with no 

doubt a direct relationship with ability and thought, but it does 

not have anything to do with arte; and that is precisely what has 

been ‘sold’ to us historically, from the most pragmatic 

perspective to the most conceptual one. 

In a very naïve way we maintain what is indefensible, and we claim 

to be able to objectify what is immaterial, or to conceptualise 

what is impossible to abstract. 

Any object or concept itself, is enough to remember a dream, to 

hide a universe, without requiring any “artist” to select it, and 

excluding any critic to interpret it as such. Art is 

consubstantial to individual biological nature and being 

metaphysic nature; individual sacrifice, involves art sacrifice. 
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SHORT BIOGRAPHY 
 

 

Economist and national accounts auditor, he left his career to devote 

himself exclusively to art. After being retired in a monastery, remains 

practically isolated in a country house for twelve years. In his sporadic 

appearances he worked with some of the most prestigious world art 

galleries (Ybon Lambert, Stadler, White Box, Davidov...). Prestigious 

historian, critic of art, and rector at the Visual Arts insitutite of New York, 

Thomas MacEvilley, dedicated an essay to the work of Boyer Tresaco: 

 

“…The exquisite Tresaco technique, -says McEvilley-, is the result of his 

exclusive creation, and its consequences bring us a special sense of old 

resonance. Within the terms of art’s traditional categories, his action 

constitutes a mixture. There are rectangular painted canvas, presented 

over the walls, therefore paintings; whereas they have a sculpture 

component as long as they ‘carry’ a body’s imprint, not a pictorial illusion; 

and at the same time those works entail performance remains.” 

 

Boyer Tresaco has worked as curator in collaboration with MOMA, PS1, 

Whitney Museum and Guggenheim Museum and some of the most 

important galleries of New York. He was also responsible of Best New 

York Art 2008 and 2009, and has written some books about poetry and 

thought. Currently he edits Postcontemporanea magazine; he lives and 

works in Madrid and New York. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

-SEVERA IMPERMANENCIA- 
 

 -Just absence remains forever-  

 

 

--- 

 

The imprint as space of absence 

the imprint as the vacuum of an instant 

the imprint as displaced volume 

the negative imprint 

vacuum 

the imprint as a rubbing 

the imprint via destruction 

the imprint, never through addition 

the imprint acoustic  

the imprint corporeal 

the imprint as proof 

the imprint via depression 

never through addition 

the imprint as the only constancy 

the imprint that appropriates space 

the imprint that cuts 

the imprint that give constancy to the past 

that which remains of the body 

the imprint 

when the body is removed 

the imprint as simplicity 

the imprint as a painting stroke 

the imprint as the only coup 

only concept 

the imprint that converts the artist in instrument 

the imprint that melts him into the art itself 

the imprint that transfigures volume into void 

the imprint that what´s dead and what´s alive 

indifferent to breathing 

 

the imprint. 
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